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Pep rally starts
homecoming
week off right
THE GREATEST HOMECOMING ON EARTH
DEXTER MULLINS
Managing Editor
"When walking toyour car, you should always
White also explained the importance of stu-
dents taking safety precautions to prevent any
dangers. Students should always be aware of
their surroundings and walk with a friend no mat-
ter what.
"We increase security personnel, and in ad-
dition to increasing numbers we work with the
Greensboro Police Department (GPD) during
Homecoming week", said White.
Major Kelly White of the University Police
Department explained the preparations made
to ensure a safe and fun week in Aggieland and
Greensboro. The A&T Police department in-
creases the amount ofsecurity on campus and its
surroundings to provide 24/7 protection.
Along with the Visitors Bureau, the A&T Po-
lice department also prepares for the excitement
and extra numbers during Homecoming.
"Atthe end ofthe week, we hand out cards for
them to save the date, so next time they can have
their reservations set and have a great time", said
Allgood.
Allgood and her team leaves brochures avail-
able in every hotel, put up welcome banners and
help to accommodate the visitingAggies as much
as they can. They provide thebest service to make
sure that the alumni ofA&T will keep returning
every year.
"We do our best to just provide everyone who
is visiting withall of the information they need",
saidAllgood.
Homecoming attracts an estimate of 15,000 to
30,000 people a year to its events. Steva Allgood
of the Greensboro Convention and Visitors Bu-
reau assembles a team every year to run out and
provide information for the visitors who crowd
the many hotels in Greensboro.
A&T's Homecoming always draws a crowd
every year for a full week of events in the city
ofGreensboro. Alumni, students, and the city al-
ways prepare for this important event that triggers
the city to be taken over withAggie Pride.
A sea ofblue and gold takes over Greensboro,
implicating thatHomecoming's here and prepara-
tions for the week are inthe making.
￿ See PEP RALLY on Page 2
A member of the hip hop/reggae group Rock City performs at A&T Homecoming Pep Rally, Monday, October 6,2008 in the Corbett Sports
Center.The pep rally also featuredsinger Young Steff, and rappers YoungBerg and Fansworth Bentley.
PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS
"Everyday of homecoming this year is going
to be offthe hook," Bass said. "It's homecoming
ya'll."
Hosted by Marcus Bass, president ofthe Stu-
dent Government Association, and senior Bran-
don Alan, the event featured the soundsand styles
of the Blue & Gold Marching Machine, appear-
ances from all the fall sports teams, and the game
chants ofthe Aggie Maniacs.
Students, alumni, faculty, and community
members filled all 6500 seats of Corbett Sports
Center as the official homecoming kick-off Pep
Rally began on Monday, Oct. 6.
"MyAggie spirit made me wantto get on stage
and battle," Cobb said. "This is how old school
Aggies get it." Followed by the dance off, Jus-
tin Blake, Vice President of External Affairs, and
senior Justin Moore unexpectedly took the stage
and had a mini step off, with Blake representing
Alpha PhiAlpha and Moorerepresenting Omega
Before motivational speaker Fonzworth Bent-
ley took the stage, the music of DJ Red Octo-
ber lead to a "woo-tang" battle between Marcus
Cobb, Mr. Aggie, and junior Gary "G-Smooth"
Madison, an Aggie Maniacs member.
￿See POLICE PREP on Page 2
Former students premiere'Walls That Bleed 7 documentary
JASMINE JOHNSON
Register Reporter
Also featured in the docu-
mentary is the family ofGrimes.
To show their support of the
film, the Grimes family was also
"This is a historically uplift-
ing, but often neglected story of
Greensboro and history itself,"
admitted Barnes.
Because Anthony had such
immediate access to Dr. Barnes,
he could not understand why the
story has been pushed away.
for killing Grimes, it is clear
thatA&T students were also fir-
ing weapons back at the police
duringthe revolt.
The bullet that was retrieved
which killed Grimes has since
disappeared from the evidence
file of the Greensboro police.
Although many would point the
finger at the Greensboro police
"It was not about pointing
the finger at the Greensboro po-
lice, but the force used did not
have to happen," added Kelly.
"But talking about the events
that took place may re-open the
wound, and maybe the case will
be solved."
The production team even
contacted the FBI agent who
was assigned to the case, but he
was not cooperative either.
￿See DOCUMENTARYon Page 3
Grimes was mysteriously
killed in what is now known
as the Dudley/A&T revolt of
1969. The protests ofA&T stu-
dents began when Dudley High
School student Claude Barnes
Jr. was not allowed to win the
Those featured in the film
include Dr. Claude Barnes, stu-
dents who lived in the former
Scott Hall when the police in-
vaded, the Mayor ofGreensboro
in 1969, and a former Greens-
boro police officer.
Also included in the docu-
mentary is original art and mu-
sic from local artists ofGreens-
boro.
When Anthony and his team
tried to contact the Greensboro
police in order to comment on
the story, the police "did not
want to touch the file."
"The story idea came from
the feeling of being deprived
ofthe real story," said Assistant
Director Jamaal Kelly. "We all,
especially Michael [Anthony],
questioned why the story is not
talked about on campus."
650 National Guard troops,
many believed the police used
excessive force to quiet the stu-
dents. When police invaded
campus, it was then Grimes was
murdered.
Using tear gas, shooting at
the students, and bringing in
When students of Dudley
High and A&T joined together
toprotest, Greensboro police at-
tacked them.
school election to become presi-
dent.
Dr. Barnes, who currently
works at A&T,was taken offthe
ballot by school officials. As a
result, he entered the electionas
a write in, but was told he did
not fit thecriteria tobe president
ofDudley high. When the stu-
dents did vote, Barnes won the
election by 400 votes, but still
was refused.
Anthony and his production
team have been working on the
tell-all story for six years. The
one hour and 40 minute film,
which encompasses other 1960's
events and race of Greensboro,
uses interviews of those who
were present during the revolt.
Grimes
Michael Anthony, a 2004
graduate of A&T, premiered
his documentary "Walls That
Bleed," in Harrison auditorium,
which is based on the story of
murdered student Willie E.
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EitherAggies are really interested
in getting in shape or the Fitness
Center is replacing the club as the
place to meet people.
A gospel concert featuring
Jonathan Nelson and the
Fellowship Gospel Choir brought
together students of Faith.
For the second year in a row,
NX. Central escaped with a one
point win over theAggies, winning
27-28 in Charlotte.
Allhiphop.com TheTour hit
campus with a number of artists,
producers and personalities from
the hip hop community.
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City prepares
for homecoming
festivities
GREENSBORO NOTEBOOK Students injured in fatal car crash
Wayne had verbally committed
to attend East Carolina University
on a football scholarship. Garcia
and Thomas have been released
"College is justa smaller version
ofwhat happens in the real world,"
she said. "Unfortunately these are
the type of things that happen all
the time."
Barnett says that the incident is
sad, but also says that these things
are justa small snapshot ofthe big-
gerpicture.
"Wetry to run a broadband mes-
sage letting students know that we
in Counseling Services are here
for you," Barnett said. "We may
do small group sessions inthe resi-
dence halls to touch out to those
who may need it. We will also ex-
tend our hours on an as needed ba-
sis."
situation and Counseling Services
wants students to be able to cope
with the tragedy. Dr. VivianBarnett
of Counseling Services spoke with
the Register about the steps her of-
fice is taking to help students.
While the A&T students "have
not passed away, it is still a serious
"I was shocked when I heard
what happened," Taylor said. "You
usually hearabout accidents around
homecoming involving drugs and
alcohol, not just because someone
didn't get enough rest. It's very
sad."
Resident AssistantReginald Tay-
lor Jr., is both Thomas and Wash-
ington's RA in Barbee Hall. The
news came very unexpectedly.
were also in the accident, Wayne
did not survive.
Thomas and Washington were
taken to Wake Forest Baptist Hos-
pital, Washington being airlifted
from the wreckage. Two Southern
Guilford High School students,
Cameron Wayne and Darren Garcia
At approximately 8 a.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 4, freshmen Biol-
ogy majors George Washington and
Deandre Thomas were involved
in a fatal car accident returning to
Greensboro from Charlotte, N.C.
Psi Phi
"Talking straight," to the
crowd, Bentley spoke on what
the true definition of the new
"cool" was.
At the end of the "step
show" the Aggie Cheerleaders
performed to keep the spirits of
the crowd high, giving Bentley
plenty of energy to work with
when he finally took the stage.
Before the show closed,
Blue Reign brought new moves
and choreography to the stage,
which impressed the faculty.
"They have improved a lot
this year," said assistant dean
of student development Ralph
Brown. "The performance is a
huge step up from last year."
Featured musical guests
Young Steff, Rock City, and
Young Berg were the high-
light of an eventful and thrill-
ing evening. From Rock City's
Obama remix, M.LA.'s "Paper
Planes," to the performance of
the band, and the attendance of
all the athletic teams, the Pep
Rally seemed to putall students
into the spirit ofhomecoming.
impressive dance moves to
"Get Silly" he left to a standing
ovation.
He discussed howimportant
it is to network with each other
in ourmajors but also tobranch
out and get to know other ma-
jors as well. Bentley went on to
say, "Voting on November 4th
is vital in altering the course
of history and the last 8 years
of Bush's reign over us. Early
voting begins on October 16,
2008; do not wait until the of-
ficial voting day." After a few
"It was great to get a shout
out from Bentley, but most
importantly, he talked about
the early voting," Brown said.
"Forget the shout out, he was
focused on getting out the vote
which is great."
out to juniors Gary Brown and
Syene Jasmine, who have both
been extremely active in the
campaign.
Rounding out his speech by
focusing on the vote, Bentley
referred to North Carolina as
the Florida ofthe 2008 election.
Encouraging students to vote
early on Oct. 16, Bentley left,
but not without giving a shout
in so many things in students
lives, this new "cool" Bentley
spoke of focused on three as-
pects which he called "tenants:
unity, giving back, and the
power ofthe vote."
"Giving back is not an op-
tion, because you know just as
well as I do that HBCU's are
fizzling away left and right.
It's going to be great when you
come back for yourfirst alumni
homecoming and you know
that you've given back," Bent-
ley said. "That is powerful.
That is cool."
Chad Williams
OMntt Prize Wtnntr
Alethia Maury
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Police and city prepare
for homecoming week
Liberal studies program lacking scholarships
KELCIE McCRAE
Contributor
POLICE PREP From page 1
Until the Liberal Studies de-
partment has time to build up
their funds so they can award
scholarships, students are en-
couraged to take advantage
of other aids such as the Pell
Grant, FAFSA, and outside
scholarships and grants.
This is mainly due to how
long the other departments
such as Engineering have been
on campus. They had time to
build up their budgets more so
than the Liberal Studies depart-
ment.
out-ofstate student,
That cost does not include
housing, food, and other ex-
penses. With that number
steadilyrising, studentsare now
demanding that more scholar-
ships become available.
Although Liberal Studies
majors are becoming a huge
presence on campus, other ma-
jors such as Engineering are
making more moves in direct-
ing its students to funding their
educations.
Grier, whohas startedoffthe
yearas the first official chair of
"We have to contact outside
contractors such as Liberal
Studies alumnus' to make con-
tributions to our department.
With theircontributions we can
give back to our students" said
Liberal Studies chair Dr. Bev-
erly Grier.
The Liberal Studies depart-
ment has only been a depart-
ment oncampus for sixmonths.
Previously, it was a division
that was only here for a few
years. In order for the depart-
ment to award scholarships to
their students, they must raise
it themselves.
Why aren't there scholar-
ships for Liberal Studies ma-
jors?Many students on campus
have wondered why there is a
lack ofscholarships for this de-
partment. It's simple; there is
no money.
With tuition prices are on
the rise forboth in state and out
ofstate students, many students
whether liberal studies or not
This interdisciplinary ma-
jor prepares students for the
workforce, as well as civic du-
ties. Those who obtain a liberal
studies degree can be found
in jobs that deal with African-
American studies, Business,
Women's studies, pre-law, and
other job professions.
With the 264 students cur-
rently enrolled in the depart-
ment a fast move for money is
needed. Although the money is
needed, the process will take
time due to the newness ofthe
department.
the department, is very eager
find ways to help students in
terms ofscholarships.
"We can have scholarships
based on G.P.A. or have them
write essays, etc," said Grier.
Liberal studies students are
considered by some essential to
life after college.
"We have to start off small
and build up ways to fund
scholarships," said Grier.
On average an in-state stu-
dent paid $1,994 just for tuition
to attend NC A&T in 2007,
while it costs $11,436 for an
Liberal Studies Student
Organization now sets forth
to find ways to accommodate
those in need of a scholarship.
It is up to them to help Grier
find ways to use money once
theyreceive it.
Ifthere are hardly any schol-
arships to be offeredfor Liberal
Studies majors, how will they
be able to continue their educa-
tion?
have to rely solely on scholar-
ships in order for them to fur-
ther their education.
"I didnot know about schol-
arships offered in my depart-
ment, without other scholar-
ships I have wouldn't be able
to attend A&T" said Senior
Liberal Studies major Ihsan
Shaheed.
A&T's Homecoming is not
just an event for the school.
Homecoming represents atradi-
tion for the city ofGreensboro,
but in order to make ita success
the whole city has to contribute.
"If s such a great sight to
see, the people are excited and
it's all about the camaraderie
and enjoying the people", said
Allgood.
"All the shows should be on
point, and a step up from last
year", said Hudson. "Hopefully
the school and the city will be
able to accommodate all ofthe
people who come to Homecom-
ing, so there will be enough
space."
"You have to be inthe mind-
set ofHomecoming", said Hud-
son. "That means gettingrested
and having time because it's go-
ing to be a long week."
Hudson also explained some
expectations for this year's
Homecoming for the students
and visitors.
Alcohol is also another con-
cern duringHomecoming. White
advised that students should be
of age when consuming alco-
holic beverages and also mind-
ful ofdrinking and driving.
Outside ofthe safety precau-
tions, Homecoming is a time
for everyone to prepare for ex-
citement and fun, especially
students. Junior KJ Hudson
explained how students should
prepare for the week.
"Larcenies increase during
the Homecoming time, so peo-
ple should always take valuable
items out oftheir vehicles and
secure them in a safe location",
said White.
Along with personal safety,
White warned about protecting
collectables and property during
the week.
have your keys ready and avail-
able", said White.
GOT NEWS? (336) 334-7700
CRASH From page 1
PEP RALLY From page 1
"I encourage all my resi-
dents, and the community to
pray for them," he said. "This
is the time that they will need it
the most."
If students would like to talk
to someone about the situation,
they should go to Counseling
Services in Murphy Hall to help
them cope with their feelings.
"Students can even call for
verbal support if they need to,"
Barnett said. "Wewill be here."
Taylor says that he will be
thinking of Washington, and
keeping Wayne's family in his
prayers.
He was the bestplayer I ever
coached," Brown said about
the running back for the Storm.
"There was nothing he couldn't
do on the football field."
from the hospital, Washington is
listed as being in "stable" condi-
tion, but is still in the hospital.
Ina press conference on Sun-
day, Southern Guilford football
coach Darryl Brown said that
Wayne's death would "affect
the entire Southern Guildford
family."
Calling it underestimated,
powerful, and a deciding factor
"I think that goingto college
is cool, being a gentleman is
cool, I think that being alady is
cool, but I don't think that us-
ing profanity is cool," Bentley
said, keeping the crowd enter-
tained.
The next two conferences
will be held in eastern and west-
ern North Carolina for further
information check out www.be-
lovedcommunitycenter.org.
"I recognize the importance
of unity holistically", said Jo-
seph Frierson another member
of the Beloved Community
Center, enlightened by the ex-
penence,
the workforce
"The can demonize us but
the bottom line is we're not a
gang, we're a nation and were
going to keep proving this gov-
ernment and this Greensboro
police department that we're
here for our community and to
uplift our people" said King J,
but "as long as we are divided
they shall conquer."
"Lift every voice and sing"
was heard from the sanctuary
harmonizing in the name ofuni-
ty, eager to bury misunderstood
animosity.
Gospel concert
preaches purpose
Wesley Morris, a member of
the Beloved Community Center
and North Carolina A&T alum,
first discovered his passion for
philanthropy while a part ofthe
A&Ts own History Club.
In visiting eastern North
Carolina, he witnessed the poor
Are the colors black and
brown truly cut from the same
cloth? Many would like to be-
lieve so. Blacks and Latinos
gathered Friday, October 3 for
the first of three Black/Brown
conferences. The Southern
Faith, Labor, and Community
Alliance conjoined with the
Beloved Community Center of
Greensboro, in efforts to unite
Blacks and Latinos. The focus
of the conference consisted of
education, the workforce, the
sharing of heritage, and wor-
ship.
They, along with The North
Carolina Latino Coalition, Afri-
can American-Latino Alliance,
and the Almighty Latin King
Queen Nation, have come to-
"The split is driven by con-
servative media", said Rev. Wil-
liam Barbara, President of the
North Carolina NAACP, "We
must stand vigilant."
Blacks and Latinos, both
portrayed as two separate but
equally inferior nations, have
fed off a platter of negativity
implemented by media and gov-
ernmental standpoints.
The NAACP is a society not
only for Blacks, but all people
of color. "Our constitution by
its very design demands that we
be involved with all minority
communities in fighting against
racial discrimination", said Rev.
Barbara.
joined during the 1960s in Chi-
cago", said Burnette, both inthe
fight for equality.
Further seeing Black and
Latino's isolation from one an-
other only heightened his desire
to consciously be a part ofthe
movement, "It's not robotic for
me", said Morris. "Ireally have
my heart inthis thing."
The division between the
black and brown communities
seems to derive from a lack of
knowledge and communica-
tion. "I think that Africans in
America and Latinos have a
shared history of repression
based on colonialism and the
Trans-Atlantic slave trade," said
Solomon Burnette, a student of
the Aerobic Program at Duke
University. He and many others
feel that black/brown unity has
gone unrecognized. "The Black
Panthers and the Young Lords
work conditions that blacks and
Latinos endured laboring in
tobacco fields. "In seeing that
I couldn't turn around," said
Morris
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Army ROTC Hall of Fame
Awards Ceremony
Memorial Student Union
Homecoming Fall Convocation
Harrison Auditorium
10a.m. Honors Program offers clout
Miss A&T Coronation
Corbett Sports Center
7 p.m. MICHAEL JONES
StaffWriter
StaffWriter
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Miss A&T Coronation
Reception
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
9:30 p.m.
Softball Alumni Game
Lady Aggies Softball Complex
11 a.m.
Royal Reception
MemorialStudent Union
Exhibit Hall
11 a.m.
Alumni Reunion Cookout
Memorial Student Union
Quad (by the Fountain)
2:30 p.m.
Homecoming Step Show
Greensboro Coliseum
7 p.m.
Homecoming Parade
Greensboro
8 a.m.
Football vs. Morgan State
Aggie Stadium
1:30p.m.
Homecoming Concert
Greensboro Coliseum
7:30 p.m.
How doesit work?
Current students
Must have a cumulative 3.5
and at least 12 hours
Apply up tothe first semes-
ter oftheir junioryear
Incoming freshmen
Must have a cumulative
GPA of 3.75 on a 4.0 scale
and at least a 1050 SAT
score or 23 ACT score10
Homecoming Alumni Concert
Greensboro Coliseum
8 p.m.
11
"To much is given, much is
required," Williams said. "Stu-
dents must main a 3.5 GPA as
well as complete 10community
service hours asemester. That's
more than what C.A.S.E. re-
quires. Freshman have to take
6 hours of honors classes and
3 hours their sophomore year
But students in the program
go a step beyond the average
student attending A&T. These
students must meet require-
ments to keep their position as
anhonors student
Sandrea Williams, assistant
director of honors, has seen
how the program has paid off
to its hard working students.
"I'vetalked to students who
have graduated and they've
told me that having honors
opens doors to opportunities
that they otherwise wouldn't
have had. Honors students get
interviews easier and don't
have to come back as many
times for interviews as a regu-
lar student would. They are
also the first to be recruited for
graduate school," she said.
"Classes are smaller in num-
bers and the work is not neces-
sarily harder, but more in depth
and challenging. There's more
interacting and other projects
that normal classes can't do
because ofthe hassle ofhaving
so many students.
The Honors Program is
open to all majors who quali-
fy. Students wishing to be in
the program must meet higher
standards than the average stu-
dent. Incoming freshman must
have a cumulative GPA of
3.75 on a 4.0 scale and at least
a 1050 SAT score or 23 ACT
score. Students already attend-
ing A&T must have a cumula-
tive 3.5 and at least 12 hours.
Current students can apply up
to the first semester of their
junior year. Honors students
have the pleasure ofregistering
early and having classes are set
aside just for them to register
for.
In high school, students
took AP and college credit
courses to get ahead in school
and better prepare themselves
for higher education.
So now that students are in
college, whatkinds ofwork are
honor students' doing thatputs
themahead ofthe rest?
"What separates me from
regular students is that we are
required to take a certain num-
ber of honors courses per se-
mester and ifwe don't we have
to have an honor's contract
with our teacher for a regular
class," said junior Paige Lew-
ter. "We must also make a B
orabove inthe class in order to
gain honor's credit."
"Teacher's aren't exactly
harder or more strict on us.
They just expect more from us.
It's actually easier for me being
in honor's classes' because the
classes are smaller thannormal
classes and the teacher actu-
ally knows you versus being in
a big class of one-hundred or
more."
The Honors Program gives
the University retention of
high achieving students and
the student a better profession-
al development. The students
go beyond the call of duty in
achieving their education and
getting ahead in life.
"I love being an honor's
student because there are many
advantages, said Lewter.
"Iwill benefit because when
potential employers see my
transcript they will see that as a
positive thing. Also the classes
are challenging and will help
me grow academically and as
a person."
and after."
Students with honors class-
es will have them show up in
their transcript. They will also
be recognized upon graduation
from their department. They
will have a step ahead of the
rest when it comes time for
themto enter the workforce.
"As far as being an hon-
ors student versus a regular
student, is that in classes, you
are expected to do more work
as well as perform at a better
standard then others," said ju-
nior Terrell Morton.
"In the actual honors level
classes that they have set aside
during your freshmen and
sophomore year, the classes are
smaller and the teachers expect
more ofyou.
"Once you get in your ma-
jor level classes, you have to
do a contract with your regu-
lar teacher at which you have
to do a special project for your
teacher in order to receive the
credit. It is beneficial because
it helps you when it comes
to passing classes, having a
smaller classroom setting, and
it looks good to graduate with
honors.
Following the prayer and a
reflection on the value ofone's
life, Jonathan Nelson took the
After a few selections, the
Gospel Choir departed from the
stage for a brief intermission.
During the break, SGA Presi-
dent Marcus Bass and Miss
A&T Tanisha Fordham gave
their own individual welcomes
to the 2008 Homecoming and
thanked the crowd for their sup-
port. After the SGA made their
introduction, Lovell had a mo-
ment ofprayer for four students
involved in a car accident com-
ing from Charlotte on Saturday.
Two of the students involved
were from A&T, and the two
others were students from a lo-
calhigh school. The A&T stu-
dents survived the accident, but
one of the younger passengers
was ejected from the vehicle
and killed.
The gospel show was opened
by Joseph Lovell, followed by a
prayer by Maurice Scott and a
solo performance byA&T Gos-
pel Choir Director Ron Jones.
It was the entrance of the A
& T gospel choir that got the
crowd to applaud and dance
while marching down aisles of
the auditorium and performing
"Search Me Lord" followed
by "Holy Place." Taking the
stage, the Gospel Choir went
on to sing "One More Chance"
led by junior Angela Gay. The
A&T Gospel Choir fueled the
audience with the energy they
brought to the stage, keeping
people standing on their feet
and praising God.
Harrison Auditorium was
filled to capacity on Sunday as
people awaited the A & T Gos-
pel Explosion Homecoming
Show.
"We've been working very,
very hard towards this Home-
coming show," said Christopher
Ervin, a junior music education
major and student director of
the A & T Gospel Choir. "Last
week we had a competition,
we got second place in Atlanta,
Ga. And this week we've been
working hard to get this Home-
coming show in order and I'm
justproud ofeveryone and I en-
joyed myself."
"I thought it was great. I
thought the energy was live,
the praise was definitely in the
building, definitely genuine. I
just hope that we have more of
this to come in the future," said
Rodney Meheux, a senior ac-
counting and management in-
formation systems major from
Durham
"We all had a Holy Ghost-
filled time and it was one ofthe
best Homecoming shows I've
been to thisyear."
"I thought this concert was
a great function. It was a blast,
me being onstage with Jonathan
Nelson tonight was justwonder-
ful," said David Showers, junior
psychology major and Mr. G.C.
2008-2009.
stage with his group, Purpose,
performing their single "Cham-
pion". Nelson got the crowd on
their feet clapping and holding
up two fingers to gesture a "V"
for "victory" while they sang
along to "My Name is Victory".
Nelson and Purpose continued
to keep the excitement going all
night up to their finale when the
A&T Gospel Choir joined them
onstage as they sang "I Am
Healed". Alumni and former
members of the Gospel Choir
also got onstage to perform
alongside Nelson. In the end,
Nelson and Purpose stayed to
sign autographs and speak with
fans.
North Carolina A&T State Universi
NC A&T SU Homecoming Book Signing Presents:
Bookstore
DOCUMENTARY
From page 1
was collected and a copy of this
report was forwarded to Housing and
StudentAffairs.
;tid Never Say Author ofPassion's Furies and WildRavensAuthor ofMo,
Friday October 10th, 3 PM—5 PM
Special Homecoming Hours
Friday October 10th:
University Bookstore 8 AM—6 PM
Sheraton Four Seasons Hotel 4 PM-10 PM
*Savings cannotexceed 20%.
Saturday October 11
University Bookstore 9 AM—5PM
Sheraton Four Seasons 4 PM-10 PM
Aggie Stadium During GameTime
Brown Hall, 1601E. Market Street
Greensboro, NC 27411
336-334-7593
theBLOTTER
Verbal Assault
Sept. 26,3:00 p.m.
Off Campus
investigating
A male student reported that
he was verbally assaulted at an off
campus location. The student stated
no one was injured, but he was in fear
of being physically assaulted. There
is witness and suspect information.
The Greensboro Police Department is
Shooting
Oct. 2,10:20 a.m
Off Campus
Greensboro Police informed the
University Police Department that
a male student was shot on Sept. 9,
2008 at approximately 12:03a.m.
The Greensboro Police Officer stated
that the injury was non-threatening.
The student was treated and released
at a local hospital.The Greensboro
Police Department is investigating
the incident.
Aggie Footballers, for every touchdown you score
against the MorganState Bears you'll be eligible
for a 5% savings* on yournext clothing or gift
purchase at theUniversity Bookstore. You deter-
mine the savings this weekend.
Lt."Hilary investigated a stalking
case involving two students. The
victim stated that he did not want
to pursue charges against his former
girlfriend and declined prosecution.
Stalking
Sept. 26,11:30 a.m
Ward Hall
Harassment
Oct. 4,6:50 p.m
Morrison Hall
University Police responded
to Morrison Hall in reference to a
harassment incident. A female student
stated that a male was stalking her.
He was located and ordered not to
return to campus. There were no ar-
rests or injuries.
— Compiled by Tiffany Adams
From there, the Walls
That Bleed teamhas hopes
to make a mini series of
documentaries, that cold
possibly include going
to HBCU's to investigate
theirhistory.
The scholarship will
be for an A&T student
who is in pursuit of civil
and social justice.
The production team
hopes the scholarship will
help students remember
and strive for goals that
are "bigger than them-
selves".
Canvas Studios has
agreed to donate 15 per-
cent of the gross revenue
of tickets and retail to
making a WillieE. Grimes
scholarship.
in attendance at the pre-
miere in Harrison
Walls That Bleed will
also be airing at Carousel
Cinemas located at 1305
Battleground Ave. from
Oct. 6-11.
University Police responded to
Pride Hall in reference to a consent
collected and a copy of this report
search.The search revealed drug
paraphernalia, the evidence was
Drug Violation
Sept. 30,7:30 a.m
Pride Hall
Blacks and Latinos come together for unity
The A&T Register | ncatregister.com | Wednesday, October 8,2008
BRITTANY DANDY
Contributor
Alpha Lambda Delta
Full Body Meeting
Smith Hall
Multi-Purpose Room
5:45 p.m.
Homecoming Talent Show
CarolinaTheatre
7 p.m.
Many Latin Kings attended
the workshops at the conference
sharing their experiences with
racial profiling and discrimina-
tion. Contrary to the belief that
the Latin Kings are nothing
more thanatypical "gang,"King
J and his entourage are only try-
ing to positively improve their
community by turning away
from violence and focusing on
the importance ofeducation and
"Theblack community needs
to know that here in the south
the brown people are the same
as black and that we're endur-
ing the same things that they
endured in the past", said King
J, leader ofthe Almighty Latin
King Queen Nation, "now-a-
days in this new millennium it's
a mental slavery that they have
over us"
gether to bring peace, not only
in the backyards ofGreensboro
but across the state of North
Carolina.
Simpson, 61, was acquitted
in 1995 of murdering his ex-
wife, Nicole Brown Simpson,
and her friend Ronald Goldman
in Los Angeles. He was later
found liable for the deaths in
a civil case. He had claimed in
therobbery case thathe was try-
ing to reclaim mementos stolen
from him.
The seven jurors agreed to
speak out two nights after the
verdict was announced be-
cause they said they were be-
ing hounded by reporters. They
answered questions for an hour
in the same courtroom where
Simpson and Clarence "C.J."
"It would have been a very
weak case," said Dora Pettit.
Another juror David Wieberg
chimed in, "Yes, a weak case,"
and other jurors nodded in
agreement.
Seven panelists who at-
tended an extraordinary news
conference Sunday concluded
that without the recordings the
prosecution might not have won
convictions.
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Jurors who
found OJ. Simpson guilty inhis
armed robbery trial say secret
audio tapes and surveillance
video swayed them more than
witness accounts.
"I think he's an ordinary
man that made a bad decision,"
she said. "I prayed for him and
Stewart and the attorneys. I
don't have any ill feelings, and
ifthey walked out tomorrow, so
be it."
The jurors all denied they
wanted to punish Simpson for
past wrongs. One panelist, Dora
Pettit, said she prayed for him
before and after the case.
But jurors could not trust
the credibility ofwitnesses who
were given plea deals, Lyons
said. "We felt we could not rely
on that witness testimony," she
said.
the host ofthe hotel confronta-
tion, who was granted immunity
—and felt they heardthings that
had not been fully transcribed
by police, juror Michelle Lyons
said.
The jury listened repeatedly
to recordings made by collect-
ibles dealer Thomas Riccio —
Stewart were convicted ofrob-
bing two memorabilia dealers at
gunpoint in a hotel room.
COOG
Do you need to get fresh for
homecoming? At Chosen
Image, you can choose from
a Variety of the top hip-hop
brands and gear up for the homecoming. We carry
the latest fashions and trends Men's, Women's, Boy
Apparels, Shoes, Suits, Accessories, Bags, Hats
300 suspected illegal immigrants
were caught, at House of
Raeford's Columbia Farms plant
Associated Press
MITCH WEISS AND JEFFREYCOLLINS
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Celebration of the home coming day Event
| Clearance Sale and A&T Student Special (w/ student ID) |
5% off over $50
I 10%off over $150 I
| 15%off over $200 g
(except clearance items) Oct. 3 ~ Oct 18
"Families are going to be
broken apart," Juan said. "There
will be kids and babies left be-
hind. Why are they doing this?
Why? They didn't do anything.
She was seeking information
about her 68-year-old grand-
mother, a legal immigrant from
Guatemala who went to work
without identification papers
but was later released.
about 50 relatives and friends
who huddled at the edge of the
plant after the raid, some weep-
ingand others talking frantically
on cell phones.
Maria Juan, 22, was one of
Police and agents during a
shift change ordered all work-
ers at the House of Raeford's
Columbia Farms to show iden-
tification, according to officials
and witnesses. The business had
been under scrutiny for months
and the raid comes on the heels
ofeven largerroundups atplants
across the country.
GREENVILLE,S.C.(AP) — Federalagents swept through a chicken
processing plant Tuesday, de-
taining more than 300 suspect-
ed illegal immigrants, sending
panicked workers running and
screaming through the hallways.
Worried relatives collected out-
side, fearful their loved ones
would be deported.
Hector Zapata said he was
hauled in when he dropped his
daughter off for work. Agents
ignored his cries that he didn't
work there, he said. Seven hours
later, his daughter, in the U.S.
legally, emerged, joining dozens
of others milling around trying
Immigration agents scoured
the plant for paperwork and
other information for the inves-
tigation.
The number could be sub-
stantial. A recent review found
that immigration paperwork for
more than 775 of 825 workers
contained false information,
McDonald said.
Immigration officialskept the
workers inside, spending most
of the morning trying to figure
out howmany are in the country
illegally, Assistant U.S. Attor-
ney Kevin McDonald said.
"I didn't know what they
were running from. I had no
reason torun," said Rooker who
remained at the plant five hours
after the raid because police still
had his truck blocked.
Rooker had to duck into
a bathroom to avoid what he
called a stampede ofpeople.
Workers began running down
hallways crying and screaming,
said Herbert Rooker, 54, a third-
shift janitor. He wore a blue
band on his wrist, indicating
agents had determined he was
in the country legally.
They only wanted to work."
U.S. Attorney Walt Wilkins
wouldn't say whether other
plants or executives were being
investigated.
Federal prosecutors and im-
migration agents have been
investigating the plant's hiring
practices for several months.
Eleven supervisors and the
plant's human resources direc-
tor have been charged, most ac-
cused of falsifying documents.
Seven have pleaded guilty, three
are awaiting trial and two have
fled, McDonald said.
House of Raeford processes
chickens and turkeys in eight
plants in North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana
and Michigan. A sales manager
at the Greenville plant referred
questions to the company's
Rose Hill, N.C., headquarters,
where a woman answering the
phone said there was no imme-
diate comment.
"The mother is fighting for
a better life so the children can
survive," Matias said.
mams
Whenhe heard aboutthe raid,
Mateo Matias got his neighbor's
three children out ofschool and
brought them to the plant. He
wanted immigration officials to
see the boys — ages 4, 5 and 6
— in hopes they might release
their mother, who is from Gua-
temala, where her husband re-
to figure out where their loved
ones were being taken.
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Calif, bus driver in fatal crash not fit to drive
JUDYLIN
AssociatedPress
The accident was at least the
eighth serious crash in the U.S.
in the last three years involving
buses carrying people to and
from casinos.
Now authorities are inves-
tigating the possibility that the
52-year-old Stockton man may
have been on prescription or
nonprescription drugs. He was
arrested Monday as he lay criti-
cally injured in his hospital bed.
His condition had improved to
fair, a hospital spokeswoman
said Tuesday.
Yet on Sunday he was behind
the wheel ofa busload ofsenior
citizens and Laotian immigrants
traveling to anAmerican Indian
casino north of Sacramento.
Eight people were killed and
30 others injured when the bus,
owned by Cobb Transportation,
ran into a ditch and overturned.
WILLIAMS, Calif. (AP) — QuintinWatts had a lengthy criminal
record, a history of substance
abuse and a string of motor ve-
hicle offenses. Even his mother
says he wasn't a good driver.
His mother said she believed
the crash came on her son's first
day behind the wheel ofthe bus
after several training trips watch-
ing the owner —whowas killed
in Sunday's crash — drive. She
and her husband told their son
He was a longtime truck
driver, but had been unable to
find a trucking job since be-
ing released from jail, said his
mother, Chaney Mae Watts.
His mother said he had
wrestled with drug and alcohol
problems, was jailed several
times on drug charges and had
smashed a car into a tree a few
years ago, though neither he nor
a friend who was in the car was
seriously hurt.
Records show Watts had
been cited for speeding and oth-
er violations that resulted in the
loss ofhis license for nearly two
years. He regained his driving
privileges last January.
Watts didn't have the proper
license to transport more than
10 people, said Fran Clader, a
spokeswoman for the California
Highway Patrol. Investigators
also said the bus had an invalid
license plate.
A man outside a home that
is the primary listing for Cobb's
business in Sacramento said the
family was not ready to make a
statement and declined to com-
ment further.
Authorities identified the
dead as bus owner Daniel E.
Cobb, 68, of Sacramento and
Modesto; and Lou Her, 68;
Muang Saephanh, 68; Khou
Yang, 67; Meuay Saelee, 74;
Fin Saechae, 64; and Ma Vang,
60, all of Sacramento. Fam-
ily members also identified Xee
Vang, 87, ofSacramento.
Pa Phang, 37, whose father-
in-law was killed, said she and
her husband also discouraged
their parents from taking the
casino-bound buses.
The bus fare for a day trip to
the Colusa Casino Resort was
cheap, around $10 at the most,
and the casino gave passengers
free slot play, according to fam-
ily members and friends of the
passengers.
had raised concerns in the past
about the chartered bus trips to
the casino, which they said tar-
geted senior Laotians living in
Sacramento.
"All of a sudden the bus
swerved and then it felt like the
Their aunt also was an in-
juredpassenger, 67-year-old Ge
Vue of Sacramento. Her son,
Xou Xiong, 26, said his mother
describedthe crash to him.
Finally, at 3 a.m., the siblings
found their mother at UC Davis
Medical Center in Sacramento.
Mai Cha, 74, has a broken rib,
face and right wrist. With tubes
in her mouth, she cannot speak,
said Haynes.
Yvonne Haynes, 35, of
Merced, got a phone call Sun-
day night from her brother Tou
Xiong, 29, saying there had
been a bus accident. They start-
ed calling hospitals looking for
theirmother.
Watts was among eight peo-
ple injured in the crash who re-
mained hospitalized Tuesday.
Families flooded hospitals look-
ing for relatives who may have
been involved in the crash.
for Colusa County, said it will
be at least two to three months
before the full accident reports
are in and any charges are filed.
Blood test results are not ex-
pected for two to six weeks.
Seng Her, the refugee project
coordinator at the nonprofit Sac-
ramento Lao Family Communi-
ty Inc., saidfamily members and
adult children ofthe immigrants
Despite those conditions,
Tou Xiong said, "I just think
they never expected this to hap-
pen."
"The riding conditions, most
ofthe time they said it was un-
safe," Tou Xiong said. "They
say it's crowded and people sat
in the aisles."
Tou Xiong said his mother
and aunt had boarded the char-
ter bus nearly every two weeks
for the past two years to play at
the casino.
"She was shaking her, pull-
ing her hand. She was trying to
talk to her and she wasn't re-
sponding," Xiong said.
That's all she remembered.
She got up and tried to look
for my aunt and saw her laying
there with another lady on top
ofher.
driver tried to come back to the
road and that made it worse,"
Xou Xiong said. "She said as
soon as she felt the impact, she
flew to the back.
John Poyner, district attorney
His latest state term was for
possession of a firearm by an
ex-felon. He was paroled in De-
cember 2007 after almost six
months in prison, according to
the state Department ofCorrec-
tions and Rehabilitation.
Watts' criminal record dates
back to 1981, when he served
state prison time for receiving
stolen property. He also served
time in 1996 for check fraud
and credit card theft. Beginning
in 1998, he spent more than a
year in prison for possession of
marijuana for sale and posses-
sion of a destructive device.
A witness said the bus carry-
ing the driverand 42 passengers
to Colusa Casino Resort drifted
off a rural two-lane road before
the driver "overcorrected" and
swerved back. It overturned and
rolled completely over, ending
up on its wheels facing the op-
posite direction.
"He wasn't the best driver,"
she said. "He knew we didn't
want him to drive."
they were uncomfortable with
him driving a vehicle that car-
ried people instead ofcargo.
Jururs found O.J. Simpson guilty
through audio tapes and video displays
French scientists and a German gets a
Nobel Peace Prize for AIDs discovery
LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press
E. Cone BLvd.
Two French scientists who
discovered the AIDS virus and
a German who defied conven-
tion in showing a viral cause
for cervical cancer shared the
Nobel Prize in medicine Mon-
day for breakthroughs that
common cancer among women
worldwide.
Zur Hausen discovered that
two types ofHPVpromote cer-
vical cancer. He made the vi-
ruses available to the scientific
community prevailing an idea
that blamed a different kind of
virus. That led to the develop-
ment ofHPV vaccines to pre-
vent cervical cancer.
have led to lifesaving drugs
and a vaccine.
Francoise Barre-Sinoussi
and Luc Montagnier ofFrance
were cited for their discovery
offflVin 1983.
They shared the award with
Germany's Harald zur Hausen,
who found that certain human
papilloma viruses cause cer-
vical cancer, the second most
MALCOLM RITTER
Associated Press
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Simpson will be held at the
detention center until his sen-
tencing in December and then
is expected to be moved to state
prison. Galanter said he will
pursue a request for Simpson to
be released on bond during the
appeals process.
"We've been painted as an
all-white jury who hates O.J.,
and that's just not true," Pettit
said.
The juryalso reacted to com-
plaints by Simpson's lawyers
that there were no blacks on
the panel; both defendants are
black. One juror identified her-
self in a court questionnaire as
Hispanic.
87, ofthe University of Chica-
go, won half of the 10 million
kronor (US$1.4 million) prize
for the discovery of a mecha-
nism called spontaneous broken
symmetry.
Makoto Kobayashi and
Toshihide Maskawa of Japan
shared the other halfofthe prize
for discovering the origin ofthe
broken symmetry that predicted
The academy said the trio
"presented theoretical insights
that give us a deeper under-
standing ofwhat happens far in-
side the tiniest building blocks
ofmatter."
the existence of at least three
families ofquarks in nature.
In physics, the idea of sym-
metry refers to akind ofequality
or equivalence in a situation.
Associated Press
MATT MOORE AND KARL RITTER
Our Graduate Engineering Program (GEP) is designed to develop new and recent
engineering grads into professional engineering experts in a variety of technical
transportation-related disciplines. For up to twenty-four months, participants are
provided rotational assignments throughout ODOT engineering disciplines, such
as Bridge, Roadway, Traffic, Geotechnical and more, and receive a salary, a full
benefits package, and mentorship from a registered PE. "Bold political decisions"required
for U.S. troops to remain in Iraq the
next year, says Iraqi foreign minister
"I finished my Civil Engineering program with multiple job offers
but chose ODOT for the opportunity to learn aspects of design,
maintenance and construction while gaining
qualifying time toward my PE license...I know
ODOT will train me to be the best engineer I
can be." - Amanda W., Graduate Engineering
Program participant
ROBERT H.REID
Associated Press
College Internship Program
"Over two summers, I have gained experience in
excavation and embankment inspection, surveying,
topographic mapping, bridges and contract adminis-
tration. This has been the perfect complement to my
Construction Engineering Management program..." -
Nate P., College Internship Program participant
Visit www.oregon.gov/ODOT or www.odotjobs.comfor more information,
ODOT's internship program is highly competitive,
garnering interest from across America. In 2008, ODOT
hired students from BYU, Carnegie Mellon, Georgia
Tech, Kansas State, Louisiana Tech, Gonzaga, Texas Southern, and the University
ofLouisiana-Lafayette, just to name a few. Students must be in good academic
standing, enrolled in a transportation-related engineering
discipline and recommended by their faculty advisors
ODOT Internship and Career Information Session
For CivilEngineering, Construction Management, Geomatics, Landscape
Architecture,Political Science and Transportation majors
Thursday, October 2
12pm- lpm - Food will be provided
McNair Hall Faculty Lounge 2nd Floor
"Undoubtedly, the Iraqi lead-
ers are careful of any mischief
in this regard and won't allow
Iraqi history to be stained with
such a disgrace," he added.
eri said
"The Iraqi people won't be
deceivedby propaganda and the
psychological warfare launched
by the U.S. and its allies to pres-
sure the Iraqi government to ap-
prove the security deal," Jazay-
In a statement issued Tues-
day in Tehran, Gen. Masoud
Jazayeri, deputy chief of staff
at the Iranian armed forces, ac-
cused the United States ofpres-
suring the Iraqis into approving
the agreement.
An official ofone ofthe Sun-
ni parliamentary blocs, Hamid
al-Mutlaq, said no meaningful
agreement was possible "be-
tween an occupied country and
the occupier."
The deal must be approved
by parliament, and Iraqi officials
fear opposition unless the agree-
ment satisfies Iraqi nationalists
and Shiite politicians with close
links to Shiite-dominated Iran.
pursuing this issue from the
point of view of their own na-
tional self-interest."
But legal immunity for U.S.
soldiers under Iraqi law has
emerged as the major obstacle,
with neither side able to find
Iraqi officials say the deal
calls for U.S. troops to leave
the country by the end of 2011
unless the Baghdad government
asks them to stay.
American and Iraqi nego-
tiators have been working for
months to hammer out an agree-
ment governing the operations
of U.S. forces in this country
after the current U.N. mandate
expires at the end of the year.
Neighboring Iran stepped up
public pressure against the pro-
posed agreement, with a top Ira-
nian military officer saying the
pact would be a disgraceful blot
on Iraqi history.
BAGHDAD (AP) — The Iraqiforeign minister said Tuesday
it will require "bold political
decisions" to resolve the major
issue standing in the way of a
deal allowing American troops
to remain here nextyear — who
would try U.S. troops accused
ofcrimes.
Negroponte refused to dis-
cuss details ofthe talks, saying
only that "both countries are
"And that's why I suggested
that soon you and your col-
leagues will see hectic political
meetings here in Baghdad on
this issue to determine the fate
ofthe agreement."
Zebari said the immunity is-
sue "needs, I think, some bold
political decisions. And we are
at that stage."
"I don't wantto give you any
false hope about where we are,
but I think we are very close,"
he told reporters at a press con-
ference with U.S. Deputy Secre-
tary ofState John Negroponte.
Foreign Minister Hoshyar
Zebari said the Americans had
submitted new ideas and lan-
guage that "could be acceptable
orreasonable." He gave no de-
tails and cautioned that the gov-
ernment had not accepted them.
The U.S. wants the exclusive
right to prosecute soldiers ac-
cused ofcrimes. The Iraqis want
some form oflegal jurisdiction
over American soldiers as an
affirmation of national sover-
eignty.
language to satisfy the other.
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Man kills family, self from pressure of financial crisis
CHRISTINA HOAG
Associated Press
He said the olderwoman was
from India, and did not know
the citizenship status ofthe oth-
ers. "I think they are legal resi-
dents," he said.
Winter said the family was
from India.
He said it would be inappro-
priate to comment further.
"This is obviously a terrible
tragedy," he said.
PricewaterhouseCoopers
spokesman Steven Silber said
Rajaram last worked for the
company in 1999.
A Sony Pictures Entertain-
ment spokesman did not return
a call seeking comment on Ra-
jaram's time there.
The Times also said he was
reported to have made more
than $1 million in 2001 after in-
vesting in a venture fund called
NanoUniverse.
lier, the newspaper said,
Then he firedhim in 2005 af-
ter seeing erratic behavior.
But one of Rajaram's co-
workersat PricewaterhouseCoo-
pers, Greg Robinson, told the
Los Angeles Daily News that
he had hired Rajaram to work
at his management consulting
agency.
Rajaram had no record of
mental disabilities or contacts
with mental health profession-
als in Los Angeles County,
Moore said.
Coroner's assistant chief Ed
Winter said the victims were
shot multiple times, sometime
between midnight Saturday and
early Monday morning.
Their father's body was
nearby with a handgun "in his
grasp,!' Moore said.
In a third room, 12-year-old
Ganesha was dead on the floor,
and his 7-year-old brother, Ar-
juna, was dead in bed.
Rajaram had sold the house
for $750,000 after paying
$274,000 for it nine years ear-
"I talked to him last Decem-
ber and he said, T feel I did a
good thing by selling when I
did.'"
"The market was going
down and he wanted to get out
before the bottom dropped out,"
Northridge neighbor Sue Karns
told the newspaper.
The Los Angeles Times said
he had solda home inNorthridge
in 2006 for a large profit.
Moore didnot give details on
the family's financial problems,
but noted that the family did not
own the home.
"There obviously was some
kind of under-story to his life
thatwe weren't aware of."
"He would miss phone calls
and miss meetings and some-
times couldn't be found for a
couple of days," Robinson said.
Upstairs, they found Subasri
Rajaram dead in one room, and
the 19-year-old son, Krishna, a
college student, dead in another,
Moore said.
Officers found the mother-
in-law, Indra Ramasesham, 69,
dead in bed on the first floor.
The bodies were found when
officers were sent to make a
check on the home Monday
morning after the wife, Subasri,
39, failed to show up at a neigh-
bor's home for herride to work
as a pharmacy bookkeeper,
Moore said.
The gun was purchased Sept.
16.
Rajaram wrote in his suicide
letter thathe felt he had two op-
tions.
And decided the second op-
tionwas more honorable, Moore
said.
To kill himself or to kill him-
selfand his family.
"It is critical to step up and
recognize we are in some pretty
troubled times."
"This is a perfect Ameri-
can family behind me that has
absolutely been destroyed, ap-
parently because ofa man who
just got stuck in a rabbit hole, if
you will, of absolute despair,"
Moore said.
But he had been unemployed
for several months and his fi-
nances had reached acrisis point
in recent weeks, Moore said.
Investigators quickly found
two suicide letters and a will,
and determined that Rajaram
held a master's degree and
once worked for Pricewater-
houseCoopers, a major account-
ing firm, and for Sony Pictures.
"Absolute devastation,"
Deputy Chief Michel Moore
toldreporters outside the home.
their beds, were his wife, three
sons and his mother-in-law.
His victims, most slain in
The body of 45-year-old
Karthik Rajaram, agun clutched
in one hand, was found by of-
ficers who followed a trail of
carnage through the home in a
gated community in the Porter
Ranch area ofthe San Fernando
Valley.
Six members of a family fa-
tally shot in a murder-suicide
committed by an unemployed
father in financial crisis.
But when police summoned
by worried friends of the resi-
dents got inside Monday, they
found ahorror.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The only
hints oftrouble in the big beige
house on Como Lane were the
newspapers inthe driveway and
the lack of any activity behind
the front door.
Over-the-counter drugs are no good for kids
Associated Press
RICARD0 AL0NS0-ZALDIVAR
The drug makers said they
will also add a warning that par-
ents should not give antihista-
mines to children to make them
sleepy. These are allergy-relief
medications often found in
medicines that combine several
ingredients to treat a variety of
The voluntary change in ad-
vice to parents comes less than
a week after federal health of-
ficials said they also saw little
evidence that the drugs work.
Children under 4 should
not be given over-the-counter
cough and cold remedies, drug
companies said Tuesday in a
concession to pediatricians who
doubt the drugs do much good
and worry aboutrisks.
The industry also said it is
expanding an educational cam-
paign aimed at getting parents
to be more careful about giving
their kids cough and cold medi-
cines.
Leading cough and cold
brands have ingredients to treat
coldsymptoms.
Pediatricians still support
recalling the medicines for chil-
dren under 6, and the Food and
Drug Administration is studying
their effectiveness for children
under 12. But federal health of-
ficials said at a public hearing
last week that it could take them
a year or more to make a final
decision and order changes.
definitely the highest risk," said
Sharfstein. "More than 50 per-
cent oftheproblem is with these
kids.
Since a majority ofthe prob-
lems involve 2- to 3-year-olds,
the industry's new instructions,
if followed by parents, should
help, «-*r--
"The 2- and 5-yeSPSlds are
Problems with OTC cough
and cold medicines send some
7,000 children to hospital emer-
gency rooms each year, with
symptoms including hives,
drowsiness and unsteady walk-
ing. Many kids overdose by tak-
ing medicines when their par-
ents aren't looking.
"It's a huge step forward,"
said Dr. Joshua Sharfstein, Bal-
timore's health commissioner.
"There is no evidence that these
products work inkids, and there
is definitely evidence ofserious
side effects."
try's latest shift
Pediatricians, who have been
calling for a ban on OTC cough
and cold remedies for children
under 6, welcomed the indus-
"Weare doingthisvoluntarily
outofan abundance ofcaution,"
she added. The new instructions
will appear on products distrib-
uted for the coming cold season.
Last year, the companies pulled
medicines for babies and tots
under 2 from the market.
symptoms
The new measures "reflect
industry's overall commitment
to the continued safe and appro-
priate use ofchildren's oral OTC
cough and cold medicines,"
Linda Suydam, president ofthe
Consumer Healthcare Products
Association, said in announc-
ing the changes on behalf ofthe
companies.
Engineering Onaon
I- f-# f- mm of Transportation
American shares Nobel Prize for physics in
explaining the smallest particles of matter
Innovation in Transportation.
Leaders in sustainability.
Abundant rewards.
That's whatyou'll find
in Oregon.
American Yoichiro Nambu,
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) —
Two Japanese citizens and an
American won the 2008 Nobel
Prize in physics on Tuesday for
discoveries thathelp explain the
behavior of the smallest par-
ticles ofmatter.
World stock markets plunged
Monday amid growing investor
anxiety that the U.S. debt crisis
is enveloping Europe. Germany
announced a bailout package
Sunday totaling $69 billion for
Hypo Real Estate, the coun-
try's second-biggest commer-
cial property lender. Ireland,
Iceland, Denmark and Greece
moved quickly to guarantee
bank deposits to ease consumer
anxiety.
Prices have fallen about 40
percent since reaching a record
at $147.27 on July 11.
Investor expectations about oil
demand have turned completely
around in the last three months
as financial turmoil has sparked
concern a recession could enve-
lope the U.S. and Europe.
"Given the stresses and strains
in the international financial
system, the market is fearful
of a severe international slow-
to $89.89 a barrel in electronic
trading on the New York Mer-
cantile Exchange by midafter-
noon in Singapore. The contract
fell overnight $6.07 to settle at
$87.81, the lowest level since
Feb. 6.
Light, sweet crude for No-
vember delivery was up $2.05
SINGAPORE (AP) - Oil prices
rebounded to around $90 Tues-
day in Asia after plunging to an
8-month low Monday on con-
cerns a significant slowdown
in global economic growth will
undermine demand for crude.
"Prices have moved so far, so
fast," said David Moore, com-
modity strategist at Common-
wealth Bank of Australia in
Sydney. "I certainly wouldn't
say the bounce today is indica-
tive that we'vereached a bottom
inoil prices."
More economic pain ahead
JEANNINEAVERSE
AP Economics Writer
ROTC
U.S.AIR FORCE
The U.S. Air Force is looking for electrical, computer and environmental
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Healso defended the timing of
the actions by the Fed and the
Bush administration. "We have
learned from historical experi-
ence with severe financial crises
that if government intervention
comes only at a point at which
many or most financial institu-
tions are insolvent or nearly so,
the costs ofrestoring the system
are greatlyincreased. This isnot
the situation we face today," he
said.
To that end, the Fed on Tues-
day announced a radical plan
to buy massive amounts of this
short-term debt in an effort to
break through a credit clog that
is imperiling the economy.
"The expansion of Federal
Reserve lending is helping fi-
nancial firms cope withreduced
access to their usual sources of
funding," Bernanke explained.
Invoking Depression-era
emergency powers, the Fed will
begin buying commercial paper
— short-termfunding that many
companies rely on to pay their
workers and buy supplies.
Bernanke believed the Fed's
bold actions — along with the
$700 billion financial bailout
signed into law by President
Bush on Friday — will help
restore confidence in financial
markets and help them function
more normally.
Banks, too, are feeling the
strain of a lockup in lending,
particularly in the market for
commercial paper.
he noted. Banks are also reduc-
ing credit card limits and denial
rates on auto loan applications
are rising, he said.
All told, economic activity is
likely to be "subdued" during
Many believe the country is
on the brink of, or already in, its
first recession since 2001.
"The outlook for economic
growth has worsened," Bernan-
ke said in prepared remarks to
the annual meeting here of the
National Association for Busi-
ness Economics.
The Fed chiefs more gloomy
assessment appeared to open
the door wider to an interest rate
cut on or before Oct. 28-29, the
central bank's next meeting, to
brace the wobbly economy.
Bernanke said the Fed will
"need to consider" whether its
current stance of holding rates
steady "remains appropriate"
given the fallout from the worst
financial crisis in decades.
If the Fed does lower its key
rate from 2 percent it would
mark an about-face. The Fed in
June had halted an aggressive
rate-cutting campaign to revive
the economy out of fear those
low rates would aggravate infla-
tion. Since then, financial and
economic conditions have de-
teriorated, while inflation pres-
sures have calmed, giving the
Fed more leeway to again cut
rates.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal Re-
serve Chairman Ben Bernanke
warned Tuesday that the finan-
cial crisis has not only darkened
the country's current economic
performance but also could pro-
long the pain.
Meanwhile, worsening sales
prospects and a heightened
sense of uncertainty have be-
gun to weigh more heavily on
businesses, making them more
cautious to hire and to invest in
their companies, he said.
Employers cut jobsin Septem-
ber at the fastest pace in more
thanfive years, the government
reported last week. Payrolls
were slashed by 159,000 last
month alone. It was the ninth
straight month of job losses. A
staggering 760,000 jobs have
disappeared so far this year.
The financial and credit crises,
which took a turn for the worst
in September and continue to
stubbornly persist, are likely to
"increase the restraint on eco-
nomic activity in the period
ahead," Bernanke said.
Even households with good
credit histories are now facing
difficulties obtaining mortgages
or home equity lines of credit,
the remainder of this year and
into next year, Bernanke said.
"The heightened financial tur-
moil that we have experienced
of late may well lengthen the
period of weak economic per-
formance and further increase
the risks to growth," he warned.
Consumers — major shapersof economic activity — have
buckled under the weight of
rising joblessness, shrinking
paychecks, hard-to-get credit,
declining net wealth and tank-
ing home and stock values. All
the strains are "now showing
through more clearly to con-
sumer spending," Bernanke
said.
Round-trip airfare, lodging and living expenses
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AIG's hidden financial products cause hearing
ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press
able subsidiaries that could be
soldto pay offthe Fed's loan.
The Fed's move rescued the
company from bankruptcy after
the insurance conglomerate's
exposure to enormous losses re-
lated to subprime mortgage se-
curities forced it to the brink.
Despite the government's
move on AIG and Congress
agreeing to spend up to $700
billion to buy up soured mort-
gage-based securities and other
bad debt, credit remains tight,
prompting the Fed Tuesday
to announce it will buy huge
amounts ofcommercial paper.
That's a short-term financ-
ing mechanism that many com-
panies rely on to finance their
day-to-day operations, such as
purchasing supplies or making
payrolls.
At the same time, AIG's au-
ditor, Pricewaterhouse Cooper
WASHINGTON (AP) — Execu-tives at American International
Group Inc. hid the full range of
itsrisky financial products from
auditors as losses mounted, ac-
cording to documents released
Tuesday by a congressional pan-
el examining the chain ofevents
that forced the government to
bail out the conglomerate.
lack critical elements of inde-
pendence."
Amid the rising losses, Fed-
eral regulators at the Office of
Thrift Supervision warned in
March that"corporate oversight
of AIG Financial Products ...
This inturn, said formerAIG
chief executive Robert Willum-
stad, forced the firm to raise bil-
quences would pose a threat to
the U.S. financial system, which
led to the government bailout.
House Oversight Commit-
tee Chairman Henry Waxman,
D-Calif., also said that even as
losses were engulfing the com-
pany, AIG executives depleted
AIG's capital through stock
buybacks and higher dividends.
In prepared testimony, for-
mer AIG chief executive Martin
Sullivan said many ofthe firm's
problems stemmed from "mark
to market" accounting rules
mandating that its positions
guaranteeing troubled mortgage
securities be carried as tens of
billions of dollars in losses on
its balance sheet.
The government now holds
warrants that can be converted
into an 80percent stake ofAIG.
There is hope taxpayers
won't lose money on the deal
since the company has profit-
Lehman Brothers' chief ex-
ecutive officer testified Monday
before the congressional over-
sightpanel but didn't shedmuch
light on howthe mid-September
events cascaded into a collapse
of credit markets requiring a
broad bailout.
markets and heightened fears
about a globalrecession.
The Federal Reserve rescued
AIG with the $85 billion loan
Sept. 16, one day after invest-
ment bank Lehman Brothers
declared bankruptcy when the
government wouldn't come to
its aid.
The hearing is the second in
two days into financial excesses
and regulatory mistakes that
have spooked stock and credit
A third former AIG CEO —
Maurice "Hank" Greenberg, the
company's largest individual
shareholder — canceled his ap-
pearance before the committee.
Committee spokesman Kar-
en Lightfoot said that Green-
berg had bowed out because of
illness.
"AIG wascaught in a vicious
cycle," Willumstad said in the
testimony.
lions ofdollars in capital
The federal rescue came af-
ter AIG suffered disastrous li-
quidity problems after its credit
rating was lowered, forcing the
company to come up with even
more capital.
Investors feared the conse-
Government officials feared
a panic might occur if AIG
couldn't make good on its
promise to cover losses on the
securities.
But instead from its financial
services operations, primarily its
insurance of mortgage-backed
securities and other risky debt
against default.
AIG's problems as outlined
at the House hearing did not
come from its traditional insur-
ance subsidiaries.
confidentially warned the com-
pany that the "root cause" ofits
mounting problems was deny-
ing internal overseers in charge
of limiting AIG's exposure ac-
cess to what was going on in its
highly leveraged financial prod-
ucts branch.
Oil prices rebound to $89 Wachovia deal at standstill
SARA LEPRO
AP Business WriterALEXKENEDY
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Wachovia,
Citigroup and Wells Fargo on
Monday agreed to a standstill
of all formal litigation activity
— a sign that the banks and the
Federal Reserve are working
feverishly to reach an agree-
ment over the fate of Wacho-
"We are pleased to participate
with the Federal Reserve Board
in a fair-minded, good faith
process to achieve a prompt
and successful outcome," said
Citigroup spokesman Michael
The standstill agreement will
end atnoon on Wednesday, un-
less extended.
The battle between Citigroup
and Wells Fargo for Charlotte,
N.C.-based Wachovia moved
to both state and federal court
over the weekend.
based Citigroup Inc. agreed to
buy Wachovia's banking assets
for $2.1 billion in a deal bro-
kered by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. In a surprising
twist of events, San Francisco
bank Wells Fargo & Co. an-
nounced Friday that it agreed
to acquire Wachovia in a deal
worth $15.1 billion at the time,
or $14.4billion based on Wells
Fargo's closing price Monday
of $33.64. Wells Fargo's deal
did not require any govern-
ment support.
Early last week, New York-
Federal Reserve officials
have been in talks with Wells
Fargo and Citigroup in the
hope of getting the parties to
come to some sort of agree-
ment, according to a person
with knowledge of the talks.
The person spoke on condition
of anonymity because of the
sensitive nature of the matter.
The Wall Street Journal re-
ported Monday that the dis-
cussions could result in the
two suitors carving up Wacho-
via Corp.'s network of 3,346
branches along geographic
lines, citing people familiar
with the situation.
Hanretta in an e-mail to The
Associated Press.
Investors are looking for signs
that the Organization of Petro-
leum Exporting Countries may
cut production if prices fall fur-
ther.
down, especially in the devel-
oped countries," Moore said.
Don't be so excited to out-dress
someone. Money issues may
outlast beyond homecoming,
but if you spend less and save
more, many other things can be
tackled.
A little honesty from Ameri-
ca is all I'm asking for.
This is supposed to be a na-
tion that respects all of its citi-
zens. So I ask, how long are we
going to celebrate this holiday?
How long are we going to con-
tinue to allow this country to
imply that we are ignorant by
lying to us.
Dozens of countries in both
North and South America rec-
ognize Columbus Day, but,
quite honestly, I don't hold them
to the same standard that I do
America
There is no other country on
the face of this planet that con-
tains this amount of diversity
within its borders and, despite
expected disagreements, has
such a high level of general har-
mony between its people.
But this, coincidentally, is
why I am so critical of Ameri-
ca.
ciple where this holiday clashes
withmy conscience.
Honestly, I firmly believe
in the values that America was
founded upon.
Sure, that's only 2 percent
of the population, but it's not
about the numbers - it's about
the principle.
And it is in that very prin-
pen. The U.S. seem-
ingly has a "we did
what we had to do"
attitude when the re-
sults are in its favor.
So, robbing, killing,
and raping its way to
creation is justas long
as it was in the name
of the red, white, and
blue.
As an African-
American, we should all sym-
pathize with the story of the
American Indian. Our history's
are certainly different, but we
are bound by one common
thread - injustice.
Estimates of the original
population of the indigenous
people have been as high as 100
million. According to the 2008
census reports, there are ap-
proximately 4.9 million Ameri-
can Indians in the country today
and there will be 8.6 million by
2050.
MALCOLM
EUSTACHE
the flags should be lowered
at half-staff out ofrespect for
the original natives of this
land.
Sadly, this will never hap-
I understand that when
Christopher Columbus land-
ed in the so-called "new
world" the United States
was not even a thought, but
it is the fact that the U.S. that
does exist decides to cel-
ebrate the day. If anything
nation,
The United States has a
well-documented history of
hypocrisy, but Columbus
Day is arguably the most bla-
tant act of disrespect by this
I'm looking for
Wal-Mart and acci-
dentally find a Best
Buy. I then destroy
everything that Best
Buy is about, call
it Eustache Goods
and say that I am the
founder.
If I followed the
Christopher Colum-
bus playbook, I could
pull this off.
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One final rallying cry: Voter
registration deadline is Friday
Where my majors at?
STACIE
BAILEY
Where my 919 people
at? Now howbout that
704? I know I got some
252 in here! Anyone
who's ever been to a
popular club in Greens-
boro has heard the
shout out's from theDJ
or the constant battle
within the crowd over
area codes. Even with-
out leaving campus,
it's written on the elevators, in
various places on the sidewalk
and even onthe desks and walls
ofthe library!
It's ridiculous. More so, it's
three numbers before your
phone number. Allow me to
repeat that...it's three numbers
before yourphone number. Area
codes simply separate different
regions ofthe Unites States and
apply within each state. Ludac-
ris made them popular in his
song, "Area Codes" featuring
Nate Dogg where he described
the different "women" he had
nationwide. That's all well and
good, but what importance does
ithave to the typical college stu-
dent?
For one, it represents where
you are from. They say you
can't know where you are go-
ing without looking at where
you've been? In different ways,
we are all a product of our en-
vironments, past and present.
Think about it, employers
don't, for the most part, care
about where you are from. Not
interms ofan area code anyway.
Let's consider something a little
more valuable as college stu-
dents. Like...our majors! You
Other than those reasons,
what's it really good for? What
good does it do to shout it out
among a crowd of people or
take the time to vandalize a
piece ofproperty? How old are
we? Have wenot grown up from
writing on walls? Using it as art
is one thing (graffiti) but come
on now. I realize that many are
proud ofwhere they came from
and there's nothing wrong with
that, but to take the time to write
it everywhere or make a battle
out of shouting is nothing to be
proud of.
In that case, an area
code would mean
something. In another
instance, an area code
allows you to network.
Knowing where people
are from creates orga-
nizations such as "Met-
ro Aggies" orthe "New
Jersey/New York Con-
nection." These groups
make it possible to get
to know others that can relate to
one another in a way that those
from other areas may not under-
stand.
We are all in this together and
together we must take a stand
and vote for the next President
ofthe U.S. who we all can trust
and believe in.
If many people believe that
their vote does not matter, then
many voters will also suffer at
the expense ofthose who didn't
vote because one candidate will
take over as president and con-
tinue to run the United States of
America further and further into
a decline until we are so low
that nobody can get us out.
If you have not registered to
vote yet, or do not plan to reg-
ister, please reconsider and take
a look at the current situation
of what we all are suffering
through.
if things do not change, we
may find ourselves struggling
through years of an economic
depression, but whichcandidate
is really going to do this?
They both promise to do big
things because they want our
vote, but it's up to us to do our
ownresearch as to what they've
already done as senators and re-
alize that is what they are going
to bring to the oval office.
Become a part of history and
definitely realize that your vote
does count.
many people will be
heading out to vote.
However, will it be
the same amounts of
people that have vot-
ed in during the past
eight years?
One thing that
scares me the most
right now is the event
that a man will take
office as President of
the United States and the citi-
zens of America will shudder
because they know that he is not
the man for the job.
We are bombarded everyday
with commercials, rallies, and
voter registration drives by
volunteers who understand the
seriousness of this election and
are now literally begging people
18years ofage and older to get
registered and to vote.
However, it still remains that
many people in our communi-
ties who are eligible to vote, are
making the decision not to, or
just being apathetic about it.
This election is serious and it
is imperative that we all take the
initiative to educate ourselves
on the current issues and to
learn what Barack Obama and
John McCainreally stand for.
We all want change because
KAREN
THOMPSON
Now what do we do?
On the day ofthe election,
The rumors of another
Great Depression has sent
disparity through our nation
and now we are faced with
probably the biggest election
of our time between Sens.
Barack Obama and John Mc-
Cain.
Many Americans of this
generation never would have
believed 10years ago thatwe
would lose trust in our gov-
ernment and actually begin
to feel fearful ofour future.
suffering foreclosure oftheir
homes and for the first time
in many years the stock mar-
ket tumbling to record lows,
it seems as if the once super
power of the world is begin-
ning to reel from the affects
ofa bad government.
In the past eight
years, the United
States of America
has encountered and
endured tremendous
changes in its econ-
omy.
From the events of
9/11, the beginning
ofthe Iraq war, major
amounts ofjoblosses,
Americans families
In addition, you can choose
yourmajor, but youcan'tchoose
where you're from. It's all good
to represent where you're from,
but it's just as important not to
forget where you're trying to
go. Before I go, I'd like to give a
shout out to my journalism and
mass communication majors!
Does this difference in amount
make it more vital to you get-
ting a job one day? Employees
want to know whatkind ofedu-
cation you have had and what
you can offer to their company
as far as your skills. The major
you choose prepares you for
that. Just like area codes con-
nect people, so do majors. En-
gineering majors can relate to
others of the same field while
communication majors can con-
nect as well. You can learn a lot
from other students who have
the same or similar career goals
as you,
hardly ever hear people repre-
senting their majors! Sure, you
hear people make mention ofit
and the occasional, "my major
is harder" or "I do more in my
major" but nobody reps it like
they would where they're from.
At North Carolina A&T, there
are 80+ majors to choose from
within the 40 departments of
the 12 colleges; granted, there
are a total of269 area codes in
the US.
The new gym or the new club?Chivalry: does it still exist?
REGISTER to VOTE by FRIDAY
a restaurant
So why should that stop when you are with a
woman you respect? Women enjoy being appre-
ciated and cared for because women associated
Overall, women want to receive the same re-
spect that you would give any woman inyour life
whether it is your mother, sister, aunt, or grand-
mother.
men with those categories. Praising your
girlfriends for their accomplishments in
life, telling them they are beautiful, and
respecting them mind, body, and soul is
all thatwomen ask for from a man.
Another huge issue with chivalry
is that it shouldn't occur every once
and awhile. I think it is something that
should be done continuously throughout
relationships and even friendships with
guys.
Just because I have male friends does
not give them the right to forego theirrole ofbe-
ing a gentleman towards me when we hang out in
public. Women should be cherished and treated
to some serious helpings of chivalry around the
clock.
DANIELLE
DAILEY
According to the Encarta Dictionary,
chivalry is defined "as considerate and
courteous behavior, usually shown by a
man towards a woman."
What happened to opening doors, pul-
ing out chairs, paying for the lady when
both ofyou are out together, and having
respect for her as aperson?
These days, guys don't do any of the
things I listed or they do them once in a
blue moon. I have noticed that menthink
being a gentleman is overrated and makes
them seem weak. The respect thatyou show your
mother should carry over to that special woman
in your life.
I would believe that you would hold the door
for your mother ifboth ofyou were walking into
The price of homecoming
Hopefully the. gym will be
used by people who are seri-
ously looking to become fit and
healthy, and not just as a hang-
out spot on campus. Hopefully
the gym will serve its purpose
and get us Aggies into shape.
But if the first week is any indi-
cation, that will not happen any
time soon as long as there are a
lot ofpeople going for reasons
otherthan to work out.
They just can't walk like they
are in the mall and be in the way
ofpeople who are walking fast-
er and running.
Most of the people were not
even really working out.
They were just sitting there
or walking casually around
the track. I am not saying that
people cannot walk at their own
pace.
be my perfect time to go. I got
a good workout in and got out
of there pretty quick. Being a
former athlete, I know what I
need to do and just go in and do
it. When I went back that night,
it was a different story. The ma-
chines in the gym are already
right on top of each other, and
it was a whole lot of people in
the gym.
LAPORSHA
LOWRY
When the new gym
opened, I figured
that there would be
a good turnout the
first couple of days.
There is always a
sort ofbuzz that goes
around when there is
something new that
opens on campus.
However, I did not
know it would be
like a nightclub with a line
out the door the first night. 1
wasn't expecting it to be the
new hangout spot on cam-
pus, and not just a place to
workout.
Last Monday, when it final-
ly opened, I decided to goand
check itout. I put on aregular
t-shirt and some sweatpants
and was on my way. It was
about 8pm and when I got
there, I was shocked to see a
line that was out the door. I
didn'tknow that it would be
like Jabs up in there. I was
surprised, not because so
many people were there, but
that the line was so long just
to go work out.
I was skeptical because I
knew that all of these peo-
They weren't injustany work-
out clothes either; they were
wearing Apple Bottoms and
other designer sweat suits. I was
tripping out because it was ob-
vious that they were not there
to do a serious workout. Even if
they were, I was curious to see
how long it would last and how
long it would take for the thrill
ofthe new gym to wear off.
The next morning, I went to
the gymand it was not as many
people in there, which would
pie were not going to
work out and that's
it. I walked up to the
building and asked
some one what the
waitwas for, and they
said itwasbecause we
have to register and
scan our hands on the
machine. Needless to
say, 1 'dm not work out
that night.
When I got home, I thought
about how many people were
going to actually work out and
who was going just to be seen.
I noticed that therewere groups
of girls there together like they
were going to Club Rain or
something.
Tired of celebrating a lie
The Greatest Home-
coming on earth....
North Carolina A &T
has a reputation to
withhold. Every year
thousands of people
come to our campus
to take part in the ac-
tivities planned for that
week, some just make
a trip for that weekend.
Regardless, students,
faculty, familyand friends spend
loads of money just for the ex-
travaganza. People spend hun-
dreds, even thousands ofdollars
on this annual event. So why do
we spend so much money?
Students don't realize these
expenses could be a problem in
the long run. The economy is
dropping and money is not go-
ing to be the same in our future.
We need to think wisely about
that $100 dress or those $350
TRACEY
BATTLE The job market is not
pair of shoes we Want
to wear to the concert.
Destructive money
management issues are
all too common in col-
lege students. We don't
use wise skills in our
money conception so
we can have extensive
amounts in the future.
wiser.
doing so great while
we are in this recession. Un-
derstand that America is broke.
Don't point out the blame at
anyone justsave money and live
Yes, timesare rough and
students need to think smarter
about what the future may hold.
Instead ofthat $200 outfit, think
ofsomething you haven't worn
inyourcloset ora less expensive
outfit that will accommodate
these homecoming festivities.
I understand that homecom-
ing is important and we want
to show off everything we have
but the disadvantage about that
is once homecoming is over
you will be penniless. Become
familiar with your funds, man-
age them wisely, and savemore
instead ofspend more.
There are many other things
you can spend your money on
that can benefit your future
rather than damaging your wal-
let later.
Think of that ticket you may
have gotten because youparked
on campus illegally or the gro-
ceries you need in your empty
refrigerator.
Sunday
vs. Florida A&M
Corbett Sports Center
6:30 p.m. (ESPNU)
FOOTBALL
TEAM
Contributor
LAPORSHA LOWRY
The Rams offense ignited
once again with two consecu-
tive kills. Gray's only error of
the match helped the Rams tie
the set at 24. After the teams
traded kills to even the set at 25,
Gray made up for her error with
an explosive kill that blew by
two Ram defenders to give the
Aggies a 26-25 lead. A Rams
attack error gave the Aggies the
victory.
Winston-Salem State even-
tually took command of the set
by taking a 19-15 lead. The Ag-
gies fought back by going on a
9-1 run that was capped off by
a Mellette kill to put the Ag-
gies (2-16) one point away from
winning the match.
ladies play with confidence."
Gray and freshman setter
Jordan Gray appeared to be
more in sync on Sunday. After
putting together a career season
last year, Aundia has struggled
to find her rhythm this season.
The Rams quickly got back
into the game by scoring the
next five points.
McCaskill made contribu-
tions from her serves as well as
from the defensive end. She re-
corded aces on four of her first
five serves after winning the
first two sets to give the Aggies
a 5-0 advantage in the third set.
"We are still trying to find
ways to help this team im-
prove," said Schmiedel. "It is
always good when you can get
better and still win. I thought
Bridget gave us a lift today and
it was good to see some of the
Headcoach Lyndsay Schmie-
del said that the position change
of junior Bridget McCaskill
proved to be a success. McCa-
skill finished with 10 digs and
seven service aces.
In one of her best matches of
the season, she only recorded
one attack error and had a .400
hitting percentage. Junior Tif-
fany Mellette added seven kills
and eight digs.
TheA&T volleyball team can
brag for the next few days about
being 1-0 at home even though
they struggled this season.
They defeated Winston-
Salem State 3-0 (25-19, 25-18,
27-25) at Corbett Sports Center.
TheAggies played in theirhome
opener Sunday afternoon.
Being on their home court
appeared to give A&T an advan-
tage, along with lineup changes
and Aggie veterans stepping up.
Senior Aundia Gray led the Ag-
gies with seven kills and four
blocks.
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Homecoming Saturday
vs. Morgan State
Aggie Stadium
1:30p.m.
NEWS & NOTES
like Boston
-A.P.
Are you
registered
to VOTE?
The deadline is Friday.
www.sboe.state.nc.us/content.aspx?id=23
Homecoming
MEACTEAM
Bethune-Cookman 2-0
Florida A&M 2-0
Norfolk State 1-2
North Carolina A&T 0-1
South Carolina State 1-2
OVR.
5-10
4-8
3-18
2-16
5-17
MEAC OVR
Hampton
South Carolina State
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
Delaware State
Florida A&M
Morgan State
North Carolina A&T
Howard
1-1
1-2
0-1
0-2
0-2
TRACK & FIELD Junior Lonnie Phifer
and sophomore JerrineFoster earned
MEAC Track and Field Athlete of theWeek
honors for their shot put performances.
Bonds enjoying time off
away from baseballPHOTO BY (CHARLESWATKINS- (UNIVERSITYRELATIONS)RUNNING BACK NIGELTOMLIN TRIES TO BREAK AWAYFROM AN EAGLE DEFENDER SATURDAY.
At ID
SPORTS
BOSTON ADVANCES
Boston, MS—The Boston Red
Sox brushed aside the 100-
win Angels in four games,
dismissing their best-in-
baseball regular season as last
month's news. When it turns
to October, no one dominates
Bonds has donated time and
money to the program, hosting
golf tournaments and visiting
patients and their families. He
passed out autographed baseball
cards of himself and politely
chatted with several patients,
many confined to wheelchairs.
The tree lighting ceremony is
scheduled for Nov. 28.
Bonds pleaded not guilty to
14 counts of making false dec-
larations to a federal grand jury
and one count of obstruction of
justice,and his trial is scheduled
to start March 2. The 44-year-
old Bonds hit762 homers, seven
more than the previous record
set by Hank Aaron.
NFL SUSPENSION
CINCINNATI,OH —The NFL
suspended Cincinnati Bengals
reserve linebacker Darryl
Blackstock for the next four
games onTuesday because he
used a performance-enhancing
substance. The Bengals
signed Blackstock as a free
agent from Arizona in the
offseason. He has played in
all five games, including one
start, and has four tackles.
N.C. Central could not take
advantage of the field position
saving the Aggies from mak-
ing it a commanding 3- posses-
sion game. Still in an offensive
struggle the Aggies once again
found themselves in another
punting situation. A&T elected
to run a fake punt play that re-
sulted into a 50-yard touchdown
A&T then forced another 3
and out on N.C. Central's next
offensive possession, and was
able to gain another field goal
from Houston just before the
half ended to cut the lead to
21-6 justbefore halftime.
"They played competitively
in the first half and we didn't,"
said N.C. A&T head coach Lee
Fobbs after the game. When the
second half began, it appeared
the Aggie offense was still not
awake as they fumbled on their
very first drive in their own ter-
ritory.
N.C. Centralreceived to start
the game and did not hesitate
for a second, jumping all over
A&T earning an early 21 point
lead within the first 21 minutes.
The third touchdown seemed
to have awakened the blue and
gold whenfreshman QuayLong
returned a kickoff to the Eagles
5-yard line on a 75-yard return.
This resulted in Eric Hous-
ton's 22-yard field goal after
senior Eugene Parnell dropped
a Fears pass in the end zone on
third down.
This was the third consecu-
tive victory in three straight sea-
sons for N.C. Central over the
blue and gold, and is something
that has not occurred between
the two teams since A&T (2-
4) achieved it from 1991-94 in
their 80 meetings.
On Saturday, Oct. 4th, junior
college transfer Carlton Fears
could not advance the ball on
the Aggies' final possession giv-
ing N.C. Central (1-5) their first
win of the season in a 28-27 ri-
valry upset.
In the final minutes, Herb
Miller snagged a game ending
interception.
Last year the Aggies drove
the ball into the Eagles' red
zone.
Bonds, honorary chair of this
year's lighting, did not talk to
reporters and left quickly after
giving a brief speech during the
30-minute ceremony.
Bonds was questioned by a
young patient about potentially
returning to baseball.
"I had fun," Bonds said. "But
I like my freedom."
"I'm happy now that I have
more time," Bonds told the
crowd at thekickoff event ofthe
Macy's Christmas tree lighting.
"I've actually enjoyed myself
immensely."
Barry Bonds made a rare
public appearance Tuesday and
said he is enjoying life away
from baseball.
Fobbs decided to kick the
Tomlin finished with career
high 13 rushes for 110 yards
and reached the end zone twice
for the Aggies on theirfinal two
scoring possessions.
He scored with 9:56remain-
ing in the regulation on a 25-
yard run that brought the Aggies
within a two point conversion at
28-26.
pass from punter Lee Woodson
to junior Nate Clement. "They
had practiced that play all year
and thekids had been asking for
it," said assistant coach Ken-
neth Ray. The Aggies eventu-
ally turned to walk-on running
back Nigel Tomlin who imme-
diately revamped the offense on
the ground.
TheAggie football team will
attempt to win its first home-
coming game since 2004 this
Saturday hosting Morgan State
atAggie Stadium.
The decision ultimately
backfired on the blue and gold
when they failed to reach N.C.
Central territory for the remain-
der of the game on their final
three offensive drives, despite
their defensive effort.Senior
linebacker Brandon Long led
the defense with 14 tackles with
4 x/i for losses.
extra point rather than tying the
game."We had the discussion
before scoring the touchdown
and felMike we were playing
pretty decent defense," said
Fobbs.
NBA PLAYER STALKED
LOS ANGELES, CA —A woman has
been charged with stalking
Los Angeles Lakers forward
Luke Walton.Stacy Eliza-
at him with her hand, police
Sgt. Steve Tobias said.The
beth Beshear of El Segundo
was arrested Sept. 18 after
she pulled up to his car and
pretended to fire gunshots
34-year-old Beshear has
pleaded not guilty to a misde-
meanor count of stalking. A
Nov. 6 trial date has been set
in the case. She faces up to a
year in county jail if convicted,
district attorney spokeswoman
Jane Robison said Tuesday.
OLYMPICS
BEIJING —International gym-
nastics officials aren't the only
ones who want more infor-
mation on two members of
China's 2000 Olympic team.
The Chinese Gymnastics
Association is doing its own
investigation into the ages of
Dong Fangxiao and Yang Yun,
spokeswoman Zhou Qiurui
said Tuesday. New information
suggests the two could have
been as young as 14 at the
Sydney Olympics, where China
won the bronze medal.
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EAGLES EDGE AGGIES IN CLASSICOVR15-66-13
7-8
3-21
1-18
0-14
MEACTEAM
MD Eastern Shore 2-C
Howard 2-C
Delaware State 1-1
Hampton 1-]
Morgan State 0-2
Coppin State 0-2 Sports Editor
DANIEL HENDERSON
SOUTHERN DIVISION
THIS WEEK'S GAME
Friday
vs. Bethune-Cookman
Corbett Sports Center
4p.m.
The panel discussion was
titled "Hip-Hop and Politics."
Leading the discussion as
the moderator was MTV's
Fonzworth Bentley.
"I think I bringtheacademic
stand point in the involvement
of Hip-Hop and politics," said
Turman. "Hip-Hop is starting
to move outside of the extent
of the black community. Now
we're dabbling in teaching and
entrepreneurship."
Bentley posed questions
such as how do artists get those
people who are apathetic to get
out and vote.
While even telling his
personal story of not voting in
every election, Bentley noted
that it is vital to make everyone
know their vote does count for
something.
"I am going to keep it real
funky, I intend to show as many
sides as I can while navigating
the panel," said From G's to
Gents host Bentley. "The panel
consists of people who have The eventled to a discussionabout the recent bailout plan
"I appeal to those who are
18-24 because I am still doing
the same things like going to
the club," commented B.Daht.
"I understand the importance of
voting, but I find myselfnot as
informed about the policies."
Although he is active in the
election, he feels as ifhe is on
a basic level compared to the
otherpanelists.
Self proclaimed "funniest
guy on the planet" B.Daht from
102 Jamz wanted to change the
demographics ofthe panel and
provide comic relief.
potential to bump heads, but
that isa goodthing. It's going to
take some students to get angry
in order actually go out and
vote. I want the conversation to
getto thatpoint. "
- A.H
THE EXPRESS staring
Dennis Quaid, Rob Brown
and Omar Benson Miller will
open in theaters on Friday.
This movie details the story of
Ernie Davis, the firstAfrican
American HeismanTrophy
winner. Through adversity and
hardships Davis pushes his
way past Jim Brown record.
Rated PG running time is 2hrs
and 9 minutes
Young Steff and Rock City
also stopping through for a
meet and greet.
After "Hip-Hop and
Politics" concluded the artists
stayed for a meet and greet
withAggies,
After the question portion
withstudents ended,Allhiphop.
com gave prizes to students
who could answer a question
from the panel regarding Hip-
Hop and its history.
"As many people that call
and ask the radio station not
to play the song, there are the
same ifnot morepeople calling
to request the song," said
Afrika, the only woman on the
discussion panel.
powers
necessarily support or like the
song, but are forced to play
certain songs because ofhigher
The subject came up about
what radio stations play for
listeners such as Trina's
"Look Back At Me". The
representatives of 102 Jamz
made it clear they do not
The next portion of the
Social Lounge was question
and answer with students.
As each student went to the
microphone to pose a question,
the panel took turns to answer.
"You cannot believe what
is on T.V.," said former Little
Brother member 9th Wonder.
"You have to stay informed and
do your own research before
you believe anything."
However, Turman
encouraged everyone to do
research on the bailout.
formed by law makers on
Capitol Hill. The panelists
agreed that thebailout is "BS."
Salon
in the House" and "Daddy
Dearest."The sitcom was a
4 discs collection will feature
episodes from Martin's "Boo's
MARTIN the complete 5th
season is now on DVD. This
early nineties hit that aired on
fox. Fans of no jobTommy and
bruh man from the fifth floor
can re-live those hilarious mo-
ments at the press of a button.Grammy award-winning artist
drops third album& Co.
1. What's gucci? 2. Why did the pep rally turn into Club Corbett? 3. Who was that rapper during the pep rally who wore all thatAggie gear?
4. How did Yung Berg get outshined by some new r&b act? 5. What if the football team actually won homecoming? 6. Would we actually have
something to celebrate on Saturday night? 7. Why does the campus only put decorations up around homecoming? 8. Are they trying to impress the
alumni? 9. Who's excited for this year's homecoming concert? 10. Are you going just for T-pain too? 11. How many times doesTerrence J have to
host a major A&T event? 12. Is he the cheapest one to book? 13. Who told Fonzworth Bentley he could rap? 14.Why do we have to be lectured
during a pep rally? 15. Is that even the right timeand place for it? 16. Did people'beat their feet' to dodge bullets? 17.Why does "beat your feet"
sound like its from a minstrel show? 18. Why do people hate Soulja Boy but still 'Crank dat Batman' when the beat drops? 19.Why do teachers
like to schedule test dates during homecoming week during evening classes? 20. How many people are even attending their evening classes this
week?
- A.H
Contributor
LAPORSHALOWRY
-A.H
6 IS I fi K
EStiHTUlS i A
MISS A&T CORONATION
will be held at Corbett Sports
Center on Thursday at 7 p.m.
This event is free.
- A.Ht »I.» » i vllc*
Specials
October lrt - IIth
oming Aggies!!! PAN- HELLENIC STEP
SHOW will take place at
the Greensboro Coliseum on
Friday at 7 p.m. Tickets are
$12.50 for students and $20
the day of event for everyone
at the Brown Ticket Office.
The host of Friday's event
will be 106 and Parks
Terrence J.
$45Relaxers
* Includes Conditioning Treatment
$8
$25
* Includes Basic Style
Shampoo/Style $30
*Does not include Ceramic Phusior
Brows
Lashes
Ceramic Phusion Is Here!! Robin Thicke has outdone himself
with this album. Most artists have trou-
ble recreating the effect of areally suc-
cessful album, but he has gone above
and beyond. Something Else is an instant
classic and I give it an "A".
"The Sweetest Love" is a "sweet" love
song that is scheduled to be his next
single. The emotional "Dreamworld"
finds Thicke fantasizing about a world
free ofracism and reminds me of"2 the
Sky". He gives an example ofwhere he
and his wife, actress Paula Patton, can
move around without getting stared at.
Other songs on the album include the
sexy ballad "Loverman", additional up-
tempo tracks "Sidestep" and "Hard on
my love", the firm and funky "Shadow
ofdoubt", and the title track "Something
else".
(Full menu of service, check out our website)
College Discounts -Tuesday & Wednesday
Waxing Wednesdays -Discount on all waxing services
/O Pf 2103 Pyramids Village Blvd.* * L*»f*f** Greensboro, NC 27405(336) 358-2225
(Next to the Wal-Mart offCone Blvd.)
www.jadeandcosalon.coni
Thefirst single "Magic" is up-tempo,
disco-inspired track that has reached as
high as number 6 on the U.S. Billboard
Hot R&B/Hip-Hop chart. The lyrics talk
about someone reversing their lovers
past hurts in relationships and Mary J.
Blige appears on the remix. The open-
ing song of the album is "You're My
Baby", a soulful track which reminds
me of"Teach UA Lesson" from his last
album. The jazzy "Ms. Harmony" is
the "Lost Without You" of this album,
speaking about a woman in a musical
metaphor. The beautiful horn-sprinkled
Since gaining mainstream success
with his previous record, the 31-year-
old singer/songwriter has gotten more
confident in his singing and it shows. He
sounds very expressive on this album
with a lot of falsetto. Although this al-
bum does not have cameos from artists
like Faith Evans and Pharrell Williams
as the last one did, Thicke morethan de-
livers on his own. He displays a charis-
maand charm that only few artists come
close to matching.
Robin Thicke, the Grammy Award-
winning, blue-eyed soul man who broke
into the R&B scene with hisbig hit"Lost
Without You," is back with his third al-
bum Something Else, released on Sep-
tember 30, 2008 on StarTrak/Interscope
Records. Ireally expected a lot from this
album because it was the follow-up to
one of my favorite albums of all time.
If you also enjoyed his hugely success-
ful last album, The Evolution of Robin
Thicke, then you will also like his latest
which has the same classic R&B style
that he has become known for.
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ESI Hip Hop Lounge brings insight
JASMINE JOHNSON
Register Reporter
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL-THE A&T REGISTER
Prince NOT
Don't look for Prince
singing songs in favor of
any candidate running for
this November election,
he opted not to partake in
this year history making
election, with Obama be-
ing the first black candi-
date to run for President.
-A.T.
voting
HIPHOPLOUNGETOUR was a panel discussiontitled "Hip-Hop and Politics." Leading the discussion as themoderatorwas MTV's Fonzworth Bentley
along withpanelists 9thWonder fromLittle Brother, Byron Hurt, an award-winning film maker, Afrika,Kyle Santillian and B-Daht from 102 Jamz.
campus!
Bow Wow
comes to
Rhumor has it that Bow
Wow will be coming on
campus Thursday for
"Walk across America"
campaign which promotes
being active and getting
out your vote.
-A.T.
A&T and Allhiphop.com
collaborated in sponsoring
a Hip-Hop social lounge
for homecoming Monday
in Stallings Ballroom with
featured panelists ofthe music
industry.
America.
Each panelist wanted to
bring a different aspect to
the discussion, although each
agreed that Hip-Hop does have
a voice in the political realm of
Sitting at the panel table
was 9th Wonder from Little
Brother,Byron Hurt, an award-
winning film maker, Afrika,
Kyle Santillian and B-Daht
from 102 Jamz Morning Show,
A&T senior Q the Question
representing Source magazine
and A&T's own English
lecturer Bryon Turman.
(CDM)
jrporation
Career Development Month
in partnership with Norfolk Southern
none
November 2008
Date Activity
c-off CelebrationIf 1 CDM Kid
Career Dav for Nurses
11 cu Itv and Staffinch & Conversations for R
& Professional School Day Information SessionGraduate
DavGraduate & Professional School
NorttjiR av Meet & Greet■* Southern Corporation C
iteCt rrxH Classroom Visitations
iation Day /Open House*\DDre<
fessional Dress DavPr
Dinneuett
For additional information visit wvvvv.careerserv.ncat.edii
areerour
with NCA&TSU Office of Career Services (OCS)
Step 1: ground by...
After approval, explore the benefits
notification
Uploading your resume
Awaiting approval
Updating your AggieLink Account
Attending an OCS orientation session
tep by...
Accessing 100s of online job postings
Participating in on-campus interviewing
Attending edutaining seminars/workshops
Applying for scholarships
Attending Career Fairs & Networking Events
Utilizing the caring and knowledgeable staff of the OCS
Step 3: participating in...
